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If one is to speak of the ways in which Song Kun differs from

other artists her age, then the first difference is that she is

the carrier of two very disparate oil painting traditions. For

various reasons, during the complex period of her studies at the

Central Academy of Fine Arts, she first began studying painting

at Studio One, which teaches classical realist oil painting,

before moving to Studio Three, which teaches expressionist

painting, where she remained for the next seven years. Looking

back over her college days, Song Kun has said that in terms of

the qualities of various techniques, she prefers the tranquil,

balanced atmosphere of classical painting, but she cannot accept

the pretentious partition that exists between classical

techniques and real life. In this regard, she feels that the

attitude of concern for real life fostered at Studio Three better

fits her method of connecting with the outside world. This little

anecdote helps us to understand her artworks, particularly the

fact that their charm rests in the subtle discrepancies between

language and content. Song Kun is attempting to use something

very special to bring together the profuse clutter of this era

and to bestow it with a unique aura. This integration is not

beautification in the classical sense but a hard-to-describe

fusion between wishes and reality. Even when only counting from

graduation, Song Kun has been working in the art field for nearly



20 years, and it is this hard-to-describe wish that has permeated

all of her creations, bestowing her works with a precious quality.

It is My Life was the beginning of this period, and defined the

visual feel of Song Kun’s art. It is My Life is not so much a

series of paintings as a painting project. For this project, Song

Kun would produce one painting of the same size every day for a

year, documenting 365 days of her life. In transplanting the

temporal dimension into painting and emphasizing the behavioral

and quotidian aspects of painting, these works reflected Song

Kun’s methodological awareness of the limitations of painting

today. (In fact, this awareness would also find its way into the

later Xijia series.) In terms of specific language, this series

was marked by stronger oil painting traits, its color levels and

contrasts becoming richer and more refined, particularly in the

rendering of grey tones, which embodied perfectly the elegant air

of classical painting, leaving a powerful visual impression. In

terms of subject matter, though It is My Life continued with the

previous sense of unease about the world, its focus shifted from

the outside world in general to “the connections between my life

and the outside world.” Thus, it possessed a dual significance,

in that it was both presenting “my” life to the outside world and

using it to obtain a more precise assessment of the connections

between her life and the outside world. This series emerged as

more confident and stable than the works of her expressionist

period. These pictures are packed with information, and the

repetition of same-sized paintings as well as the juxtaposition

of pictures with no clear connection lent them a strong feeling

of the “flashback” in film. Interestingly, this series also



contains many blank pictures, which represent the times when the

artist was unable to work due to illness, hangovers or other

reasons. The flashback effect and the blank images lend this

series freshness and more of the texture of life, while also

explaining the clarity and confidence in Song Kun’s knowledge of

self. After the fear of entering into society, she seems to have

realized that for those places that language cannot reach,

perhaps silence and documentation are the best approaches to

waiting.

It is My Life was an unexpected success, with much of the

critics’praise focusing on Song Kun’s integration of classical

and expressionist language. Yet this praise often overlooked the

new experiments in painting form that Song Kun engaged in this

series. No media could cover so many pictures, but from another

angle, it demonstrated that Song Kun’s painting project actually

enhanced people’s observation of painting itself, and for Chinese

contemporary painting with its emphasis on signs, it felt like a

long overdue reunion. Through It is My Life, Song Kun attained

reconciliation between her identity and the outside world, but

this reconciliation was not to last. Just as they firmly

presented her inner world to the outside world, they also shaped

a change in Song Kun’s life. After this series, she created a

short series entitled Travel. In this series, she documented the

things she saw in a train carriage at a certain stage of an

apparently therapeutic trip. When placed together, these roughly

twenty paintings of the same composition presented a series of

views of the world from the windows of a train. Unlike It is My

Life, which focused on presenting her focus on



herself,Travel emphasized a focus on other people, and behind

this bystander perspective was a kind of beautiful desolation,

loneliness in the crowd. This desolation and loneliness dissolved

into the artist’s sense of uncertainty towards her own existence,

and this sense of uncertainty would constantly emerge in her

painting under the “travel”motif. In the later Seeking the

Recluse but not Meeting, she compared her travels to a story in

Tang poetry about an unsuccessful quest for a hermit. In this

series, she submitted all objects and events to a kind

of “cocooning effect,” shrouding everything from garden

landscapes, moon reflections, silent returning wanderers and

singers on stage in a veil of illusion. Song Kun was not seeking

out a particular recluse in these paintings but a method for

soothing her soul. It was not found, or perhaps that recluse or

method of soothing the soul was merely a luxuriant fantasy all

along.

Perhaps it was the painting awareness that was emphasized but not

noticed enough in It is My Life, or perhaps it was a revival of

the independent rock-and-roll spirit of her youth, but each time

a period of concentrated painting drew to an end, Song Kun would

engage in other wild experiments, such as the act of painting on

artificial leather. In 2008, it was the Xijia series. “Xijia” was

a virtual character that projected her own existence. In this

project, Song Kun appears to have completely discarded with the

language of oil painting, using parchment, sketching, readymades,

resin and pulp to complete a linguistic construction. IfIt is My

Life constructed a narrative of her own life in reality,

then Xijia was an attempt at constructing a narrative and



understanding of her spirit and memories. In these works, we can

see that Song Kun has taken up a freer, more relaxed attitude

towards painting. She subtly fused her own fantasies, memories

and found images from the internet into these chaotic pictures.

In this free state, they appear more like randomly drawn images,

and in terms of linguistic construction, they establish a

narrative through a singular method approaching

the “sampling” technique found in electronic music, and

thus,Xijia takes on enhanced freedom in spiritual qualities and

visual constructs. In the end, this freedom comes together to

form a special energy that eventually evolved into the latest

series, Depth of a Thousand Kisses.

The inspiration for Depth of a Thousand Kisses comes from an old

song, but the motif is actually the jellyfish. As Song Kun sees

it, the transparency, lightness and powerful defense abilities of

the jellyfish are quite in accord with her own existential

awareness as a woman. By the time she began the Depth of a

Thousand Kisses, Song Kun had experienced many changes in life

and society, and was now a mother. In this series, Song Kun

explores questions of the soul and the flesh, the spirit and

desire. Both parts of the series touch on the artist’s everyday

life: beggars in the street, makeup before a social event,

tenderness in the bedroom, even certain truly painful things in

everyday life. Though the artist is astonished by the “depth of a

thousand kisses” that stretches between the inner spirit and

everyday desire, there is no moral criticism here. To the

contrary, she tries to accept them both at the same time, as if

with each stroke of the brush she is attempting to mend the



fissures in this world, bringing everything together within a

picture that she can grasp. This sober and tender maternal state

is connected to the artist’s life experiences. Perhaps she is

drawn to the jellyfish motif because of that transparent state of

spirit and flesh, a state that she seems to be seeking herself.

Though Depth shares many linguistic traits with It is My Life, in

terms of visual feel and spiritual atmosphere, this series is

closer to the freedom and confidence of Xijia.

When you stop to gaze at these pictures, at a swaying branch or a

lace hemline, it is almost like you can feel that very instant

that the brush touched the canvas, those “studio moments” that

belong to the artist alone. In this chaotic world, they appear

all the more precious. We could perhaps view painting as a method

that Song Kun uses to touch the world, just as the brush touches

the canvas. Today we are able to look back upon Song Kun’s

development over a rather long stretch of time. Compared to other

artists, Song Kun’s works are tranquil and lacking ambition. What

has driven the creation of these works over the years has been a

kind of innocent desire, the artist’s desire to find her

connections, both real and spiritual, to this world, and she

fantasizes that once she finds these connections, she can then go

on to exist with tenacity. Every time she finds such a connection,

however, she discovers that it is not so stable. The boundary

between herself and this world is like the boundary between a

ripe fruit and a grained wooden table in one of her paintings—

hidden in the shadows, existing only within constant revision and

retouching. Whether it is It is My Life, Seeking the Recluse but



not Meeting or the more recent Depth of a Thousand Kisses, the

anxiety of existence has shaped these artworks and shaped the

independent narrative of the individual. For Song Kun, painting

is a process of touching the world, and it is a process of

constant failed attempts. With this mindset, you can perceive a

steady growth in acceptance and confidence. Though it is rooted

in classical language, this desire to intervene in reality gives

the artist a freer linguistic state. Whether it is the

traditional oil painting, the various material experiments or the

integration of material and narrative found in Xijia, just as

Song Kun tenderly depicts, she is also persistently pushing the

boundaries of painting. Her tenacity and confidence allow her to

draw from music, sound, cinema and many other areas for

linguistic traits, bestowing her paintings with a unique

narrative energy. For this reason, the greatest difference

between Song Kun’s generation and the Chinese contemporary

artists that preceded them is that they are not producing a sign

or an image for people to“remember” them by. Instead, Song Kun

wishes for people to “know” her, so she has given up on the

shortcut of signs and patterns, relying instead on an inner

intuition, drawing on a rich, dynamic painting language beyond

the image and constructing multiple narratives of the outside

world to gain a more solid existence.


